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LEVEL 30.09.18

M.O.M (%)

YTD (%)

1 year (%)

5 year (%)

Liv-ex 50

359

-0.2

1.7

2.8

16.5

Liv-ex 100

316

0.1

1.1

2.7

18.0

Liv-ex 500

325

1.0

2.8

4.9

25.5

Liv-ex 1000

360

2.8

9.1

12.2

39.1

Liv-ex Investables

349

0.5

2.4

3.9

22.2

FTSE 100

7,510

1.0

-2.3

1.9

16.2

S&P 500

2,914

0.4

9.0

15.7

73.2

Gold

1,192

28.7

23.4

24.7

45.4

Source: Liv-ex.com 30th September 2018

FINE WINE DATA REVIEW
Liv-ex publishes the market data as set out in the table above every month providing updates on the average performance of the various
fine wine indices representing regional and most traded wine activity. Importantly, they also provide comparative data to key financial
and commodities benchmarks. We believe this is essential information for fine wine investors as it gives an independent, authoritative
measure of performance which may apply to an average portfolio.
This month’s data shows continuance of the trend of steady stable growth for fine wine, which has been tracking consistently better returns
than the FTSE 100 and gold over the long term and in the shorter term since 2016 (due to the market challenges in 2011 to 2014). However
September saw a staggering shift in the gold measure, as you can see when we look at the gold performance at the 30th September when
compared with the end of August this year (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Gold performance recorded at 31st August, 2018
INDEX

LEVEL 30.09.18 M.O.M (%)

YTD (%)

1 year (%) 5 year (%)

Liv-ex Investables

349

0.5

2.4

3.9

22.2

Liv-ex 100

316

0.1

1.1

2.7

18.0

Gold

926

-0.4

-4.1

-9.3

2.7

Source: Liv-ex.com 31st August, 2018

Gold’s negative trend had run throughout 2018 until September and perhaps, after all
of the tumultuous geo-political, economic and climate driven natural disasters endured
so far this year, it’s no wonder that some investors have finally sought solace with the
traditional ‘safe-haven’ gold.
A few days before writing this report, our blog did a feature on the ‘Safe Haven’
potential of fine wine. Safe haven investments should protect value; maintaining or
increasing in price during periods of financial or economic uncertainty and downturns.
We strongly believe that the historic performance of fine wine
supports its inclusion in portfolio planning to protect against factors
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Performance

In terms of the specific performance of the fine wine secondary
market, it had a slightly fractured focus in early September. With
the 2018 harvest underway and the ‘sales engine room’ of La Place,
Bordeaux, promoting releases from outside the region such as
California’s Opus One 2015 and Tuscany’s Masseto 2015, which we
commented on in last month’s report. Despite this most of the Liv-ex
indices continued their growth trend in September and October has
started on a very positive note.
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Source: Liv-ex.com September, 2018
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Figure 3: Major market movers: Burgundy, Second Wines and Champagne
WINE

VINTAGE

AUGUST (£)

SEPTEMBER (£)

CHANGE %

DRC Tache

2011

31,164

35,730

14.68

Clarence Haut Brion

2013

833

1,009

14.18

Pol Roger, Sir Winston Churchill

2002

1,520

1,728

13.68

Petit Mouton

2007

2,264

2,502

10.51

Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon

2009

1,229

1,350

9.85

Source: Liv-ex.com (Mid price:12 x 75), 30th September 2018

REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
The regional trade mix in September on Liv-ex reflected the new norm of a broader
market and a reduced Bordeaux share which stood at 56.4% at the end of the
month. Chateau Latour was the most active First Growth on the exchange with its
1996 (scored 99 points by Robert Parker) vintage the most traded Bordeaux wine.
Latour may now be starting to feel the benefits of its radical strategy to leave the
Bordeaux en primeur process and increased rarity in the secondary market. Sales
of the Chateau’s wine accounted for 10.3% of Bordeaux trade on the exchange
with a particular focus on 2009, ’10 and ’16. The Bordeaux 2016 vintage wines are
starting to become physical and overall accounted for 10.8% of trade by value.

Chateau Latour

Older, 100-point First Growths have seen increased demand with resultant uplift in values. Margaux 1996, scored 100 points by Robert
Parker and achieved the following significant accolade from Neal Martin: “this may well turn out to be the Left Bank Pinnacle of the 1990’s”,
saw highest growth at just under 14% in September 2018. For further thoughts on the value of increasingly rare Parker 100 point wines
and their value for portfolio planning see our blog: https://www.vin-x.com/the-power-of-parker-perfection/.
Burgundy represented 12.4% of market share and Rhone increased its trade on Liv-ex by value to 6.7% of overall sales. Italy and Champagne
made steady progress and the focus on Californian wines dipped slightly with the region’s index down 2.6%.

Figure 4: Bordeaux First Growth Movers
WINE

VINTAGE

AUGUST (£)

SEPTEMBER (£)

CHANGE %

Margaux

1996

6,300

7,175

13.89

Latour

2000

8,175

8,900

8.87

Latour

1982

21,573

23,219

7.63

Haut Brion

1990

8,350

8,950

7.19

Latour

2003

6,938

7,410

6.80

Source: Liv-ex.com (Mid price:12 x 75), October 2018

MARKET NEWS
Record breaking DRC sale shows the demand for top quality fine wine is at an all-time high
Sotheby’s NY auction of extremely rare fine wine owned by Burgundy negociant,
Robert Drouhin, has broken records and attracted the attention of the world’s media.
Two 70cl bottles of Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Romanée-Conti 1945 were auctioned
on Saturday 13th October 2018 by Sothebys; the first raising US$496,000 (£377,000)
and the second US$558,000 (£424,000), the latter selling for seventeen times its presale estimate of US$32,000.
Jamie Ritchie, Worldwide Head of Sotheby’s Wine commented on the DRC sale that “The
new world record established in today’s sale is further proof that the demand for wine and
spirits of exceptional quality is at an all-time high, and that global collectors are willing to
go the extra mile to acquire the rarest bottles of any kind.”

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

The same auction saw a sale of a bottle of 1926 The Macallan whisky with a special
label designed by artist, Sir Peter Blake label which sold for US$843,200 (£641,000), the
highest price Sotheby’s has achieved for a single spirit. Pop-artist Blake has worked on a
number of projects with Macallan but the 1926 is probably the most collectable.
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MARKET NEWS - continued
‘2016 hits the bottle’
Looking back to this time two years ago and the trade was waxing lyrical about
the 2016 harvest – the largest in a decade. Key critic, James Suckling was noted
as commenting that the vintage is “one of the best years for fine wines in the last
two decades.”
The resultant euphoria led to higher than expected release prices and whilst there were
some excellent wines, it was a difficult vintage to sell en primeur.
Now going into bottle the secondary market in 2016 wines has picked up and was the
third most traded vintage in September representing 10.8% of all trade on Liv-ex by value.
Average prices have increased
2.4% since en primeur release
with some wines enjoying very
significant gains. Those with
the insight and opportunity to
acquire Lafleur and Le Pin 2016
James Suckling
are sat on impressive gains of
89% and 71% at this point in time. Figure 5 shows the current top ‘2016 risers’ since
release and illustrates the potential value of ‘buying smart en primeurs’.

Chateau Lafleur

Figure 5: Bordeaux 2016 – Top Vintage Risers since release
WINE

MERCHANT RELEASE PRICE (£)

CURRENT PRICE (£)

WINE ADVOCATE SCORE

CHANGE %

Lafleur

5,160

9,800

96 - 98

89.9

Le Pin

22,200

38,000

96 - 98

71.2

Carruades Lafite

1,600

2,630

89 - 91

64.4

Petit Mouton

1,600

2,250

92 - 94

40.6

22,000

29,968

96 - 98

36.3

678

843

96 - 98

24.3

7,250

9,000

98 - 100

24.1

760

937

95 - 97

23.3

Petrus
Beychevelle
Ausone
Calon Segur
Pavillon Rouge

1,380

1,700

91 - 93

23.2

Montrose

1,212

1,430

97 - 99

18.0

Source: Liv-ex.com October 2018

UPDATE for the 2018 Harvest
The 2018 harvest commentary is starting to filter through from the various regions and
for many this latest vintage is set to be bountiful! Expectations for Burgundy is a 20%
higher yield than the average for the last 5 years. The Champagne growers are ecstatic
about 2018 and the Rhone Valley Winemaking Board declared that the harvest there
started “under the best of all possible conditions.” Bordeaux 2018 has been challenging
for the vignerons but again the general claim is that it is going to be an excellent year.
For all regions in Europe, climate conditions meant that mildew was the key challenge.
A very wet winter and Spring followed by an extremely hot and humid summer with
drought conditions in August saw young vines, particularly in gravel-based regions
suffering water stress. In Bordeaux in particular mildew management was a key focus in
almost all appellations.
Mildew attacks leaves and berries resulting in unevenly sized bunches and dried out
grapes. It can be managed with vigilance and required strict vineyard management by
the Chateaux throughout each stage of the growing season. The Gironde Chamber
of Commerce have forecast that mildew may account for a 20% reduction on normal
yields, but we do not expect the highly resourced Chateaux producing investment-grade
wines to feel this impact. One Bordeaux spokesman claimed that the September 2018
conditions are those “commonly found in great hallmark Bordeaux vintages, such as the
1990 and even the 2010.” Follow our blogs for further information as it becomes available
www.vin-x.com
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IN FOCUS:
BUBBLING EFFERVESCENT CHAMPAGNE SHOWS STRENGTH AND STABILITY AS AN INVESTMENT

Dom Perignon

Liv-ex has just circulated an enlightening report to its trade members on the evolution of the growing secondary market for the very best
wines of Champagne and their importance as an inclusion in a fine wine portfolio. The report’s opening statement reads: “Champagne
is a unique product among its fine wine peers. Its distribution network is unparalleled, the environments that it exists in are diverse –
restaurants, nightclubs, royal weddings – and brand recognition is stronger than in any other part of the market.”
Liv-ex Champagne Market Report, October 2018
It is the ‘Steady Eddie’ of the fine wine world, enjoying year on year stable growth, remaining seemingly unaffected by the fine wine market
peaks and troughs encountered by the great names of Bordeaux and Burgundy. This is largely in part due to the huge production volumes of
non-vintage Champagne, netting owners and producers enormous revenues on which to develop extensive global distribution networks and
to position their brands.
Champagne has always enjoyed strong demand in the licensed trade for consumption but recent years have seen rare vintage Champagnes
enjoy growing focus in the secondary market for fine wine collectors looking for future gains. As a result the level of Champagne’s annual
trade share on Liv-ex has increased from 1% to 8% in recent years.

Vintage
Non-vintage Champagnes are a blend of the grapes from a number of vintages, but in the very best years a vintage Champagne will be produced
with grapes from only that year and only the wines of a few key producers are considered investment-grade. Much less vintage Champagne is
produced and is in higher demand for quality-driven consumers which means that these wines become scarcer as the wine is consumed.
Rosé Champagnes are available in smaller quantities which means
that they normally command higher prices than white Champagne,
Figure 6: Champagne 50 Index: August 2018
for example, Cristal Rosé can be twice the price of white Cristal
Champagne. The Liv-ex Report shows that white Cristals have
risen 37% since 2016 and rosés 33% argues therefore that rosé
has a higher entry cost, lower liquidity and higher risk without
corresponding better returns in the period reviewed.
Vintage Champagnes account for 95% of the wines of the region
traded on Liv-ex and the Champagne 50 index has, since its creation
in 2004, shown a compound growth of 9.52% with an increase every
year except for 2015 when it dipped by -0.7%. This was probably as
a result of the market shift in focus overall back towards Bordeaux
as that sector started to recover, but shows the stability Champagne
generally enjoys. More recently, Champagne received a boost from
the Brexit Referendum induced Sterling devaluation which has seen
the Champagne 50 grow 35.3% since June 2016 to 31st August,
2018. Looking at this performance against other regional barometers
Source: Liv-ex.com
only Burgundy has outstripped Champagne in this period.

Does size matter?
Larger formats can command higher values of up to 20% on standard bottles. Magnums of the Champagne 50 wines can trade at an average
of 50% more and jeroboams (equivalent to 6 x 75cl) can command a 100% premium. There is some market sensitivity to these larger bottles,
for example in 2007 jeroboams of Cristal 1999 traded at a premium of 330%, which fell in ten years to 148% in 2017. The Liv-ex Report
suggests this could be as a result of change in social behaviour and displays of ostentatious wealth following the market crash in 2008 or
possibly the downside risk of reduced liquidity in larger formats.
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IN FOCUS:
CHAMPAGNE - continued
Which Champagnes are investors interested in?
The secondary market focus has grown from the circa 20 Champagne labels traded on
Liv-ex in 2017 to about 140 at the end of August 2018, but how many of these are right
for investment purposes must be carefully considered. Market participants have become
increasingly engaged in Champagne, driving increasing exposure on Liv-ex, i.e. the total
value of the bids and offers live on the market at any one time. In October 2018 the value of
live bids is ten times higher than at the start of 2015.
The fundamentals of the secondary market in investment-grade Champagne are
strengthening. The average spread between bids and offers on Liv-ex are consistently
dropping and price setting is evolving more efficiently with a resultant growth in
investor confidence.
So which wines should we be looking at? The wines which comprise the Champagne 50 index are the most actively traded and certainly on
our ‘watch list’:

Figure 7: Champagne 50 constituent wines
WINE

VINTAGES

Bollinger, Grande Annee

2002, 2004, 2005, 2007

Krug Vintage Brut

1996, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2004

Louis Roederer Cristal

2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009

Louis Roederer Cristal Rose
Moet & Chandon Dom Perignon
Moet & Chandon Dom Perignon Rose
Philipponnat, Clos Goisset Brut

2006, 2007, 2009
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005

2002, 2004, 2006

Ruinart Dom Ruinart

2002, 2004, 2006

Salon Mesnil

2002, 2004, 2006

Taittinger Comtes

Examples of the top one year price performance
these wines can achieve is the Louis Roederer
Cristal Rose 2006 which saw a 34% price rise from
£3,032 in August 2017 to £4,050 in August 2018.
Salon Mesnil 2004 enjoyed a 27% price increase
from £3,380 to £4,300 over the same period. These
prices are reflective of the upper end of Champagne
values and, relatively, wines of the region offer a
lower cost entry into fine wine investment generally,
compared to Bordeaux and Burgundy.

2003, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008

Pol Roger Winston Churchill

2002, 2004, 2005, 2006

Taittinger Comtes Rose

The Champagne 50 saw an average growth of 78%
over the last ten years to August 2018, which the
Philipponat, Krug and Dom Perignon sub-indices
are in reach of at 63%, 60% and 71% respectively.
However, Salon Mesnil’s stellar performance, with
rarer vintages and lower production levels, has
benefited the overall tracker with 163% gain over
the period. Cristal has really gained traction as an
investment in recent years, with its 40% growth
in the period only happening since 2016. Cristal
vintage declarations since 2008 have proved more
engaging for the trade and Champagne collectors.

2005, 2006

Source: Liv-ex – Champagne, A Market Without Bubbles report October 2018

A key influencing factor on value is age and increasing rarity. There is a very distinct correlation between older aged, rarer Champagnes and price.
Critics’ reviews can also influence value but newly published scores do not, in the main, create the spikes in price dynamics that we see with other
wines. This is generally due to the much more significant supply of younger vintage Champagnes.
Not surprisingly there is generally a seasonal trend with Champagne with increased demand in the period running up to Christmas and late summer,
but this can also be reflected in the secondary market where rarer wines are traded. Now would be a good time to add to your portfolio to position
ahead of any potential annual price movement this year.
There is no doubting the strength of the market in Champagne for immediate consumption and the enormous volumes sold but the secondary
market growth in the top wines of the region in recent years is validating Champagne’s place as an important component of a balanced fine wine
portfolio. Call us now for more information on 0203 384 2262 .

Figure 8: Top Performing Champagnes – 12 months to 31st August 2018
WINE

VINTAGE

AUG. ‘17 (£)

AUG. 18 (£)

CHANGE (+%)

Louis Roederer, Cristal Rose

2006

3,032

4,050

34

Salon, Mesnil

2004

3,380

4,300

27

Taittinger, Comtes Champagne Rose

2005

996

1,250

26

Louis Roederer Cristal

2002

2,064

2,588

25

Moet & Chandon Dom Perignon

2004

936

1,150

23

Source: Liv-ex – Champagne, A Market Without Bubbles report October 2018
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CRITIC’S VIEW – Neal Martin reviews Chateau Petrus
One of the outstanding items of industry news last month was the
sale of a 20% stake of Chateau Petrus, valuing Pomerol’s most famous
estate at a record breaking €1billion. To put the €87million per hectare
valuation into context we look at the values of the top Petrus wines of
Neal Martin’s vertical tasting of the 1947 – 2015 vintages which took
place in Hong Kong:
The multiples on these market prices on Chateau Petrus’ average
annual production of 2,500 cases (12 x 75cl) sheds a light on the
estate’s overall valuation. Acknowledging the fact that prices move
over time and a whole vintage supply is traded at different times and
prices, a hypothetical exercise shows that if the total 1961 vintage
had sold at the valuation quoted by Liv-ex the complete vintage
value would have been £256,800,000. Looking at the average
case price of those valued, the average vintage case price of these
highly scored Petrus wines is £57,069.63, which would equate to an
average vintage value of £142,672,500.

Figure 9: Petrus Vintage Values
PETRUS VINTAGE NEAL MARTIN SCORE

MARKET PRICE (£)

1961

98

127,884

1947

98

102,720

2000

98

45,500

1964

98

39,840

2015

98

38,000

1989

100

37,800

2009

98+

34,000

1998

98

30,813

1949

99

No price available

Source: Vinous.com / Liv-ex.com October 2018.

Petrus 2016’s best live offer on Liv-ex in June 2017 was £26,448, in December 2017 it stood at £36,000 and at £29,986 on the 30th
September 2018 the overall vintage was worth £74,965,000 wherever it is held in the world!

Neal Martin

Pick of the month - Investing in non-Prime vintages to diversify
While we strongly advocate clients hold Prime vintage wines in their accounts, and we think young Prime vintage Bordeaux are some of the
best long term bets available to wine investors, it is inescapable that over the last 2-3 cycles of growth in the Bordeaux market the best
movers have often been from “lesser” vintages.
These wines also have other advantages to investors, beyond
their headline performance, they can offer better value as they are
generally more affordable than Prime vintage wines, they tend to
mature more speedily and thus enter the depletion phase of their
lives sooner and often (but not always) they are more liquid, which
generally means a lower spread between entry and exit prices.
In the case of the young mid-vintage Lafite we are able to offer there
is also one more obvious advantage. These are the most affordable
vintages of Lafite available bar none. The roughly 30% saving these
wines offer over older vintages of similar quality, as demonstrated in
the Figure 10, is significant and should ensure their continued good
investment performance. We highly recommend inclusion of these
wines when portfolio planning and currently have 2012, 2013 and
2014 vintages of Lafite Rothschild available at some of the best
prices in the market.
Call us for more information on 0203 384 2262

Figure 10: Comparing mid and off vintage Lafite prices

Source: Liv-ex.com
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TOP TIP: ‘Don’t miss the Christmas Rush’
With the festive season approaching many are planning their fine wine purchases now to ensure they get the wines they want before
demand affects prices, or worse that specific wine is no longer available. CONTACT US NOW TO SECURE YOUR CHRISTMAS WINES AND
ENJOY ANY SEASONAL PRICE UPLIFT.
CALL us now on 0203 384 2262 for more information on the perfect gift for your wine lovers!

Vin-X Fine Wine Market Reports:
VIN-X GUIDE TO FINE WINE INVESTMENT: https://www.vin-x.com/documents/vinxFineWineInvestmentGuide.pdf
SPECIAL REPORT: THE TAX TREATMENT OF FINE WINE: Download your free copy at http://www.vin-x.com/documents/Vin-XTaxReport.pdf
Vin-X regularly produces specialist market reports providing detailed information for ﬁne wine investors. Visit our website www.vin-x.com for details

Data Protection Changes - make sure you don’t miss out!
If you haven’t already registered your preference to keep receiving our news and special reports please do so as soon as possible via
email to: enquiries@vin-x.com or contact us on 0203 384 2262
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